Geographical variation in wolf spider dispersal behaviour is related to landscape structure
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Theoretical studies suggest that mechanisms underlying habitat and population structure are important for shaping inter- and intraspecific variation in dispersal behaviour. Empirical evidence, especially in organisms living in spatially structured populations, however, is scarce. We investigated the relation between habitat configuration (patch size, connectivity) and dispersal by studying variation in tiptoe behaviour in the dune wolf spider, Pardosa monticola, under standardized laboratory conditions. Tiptoe behaviour prepares spiderlings for ballooning and can hence be considered as a precursor of aerial dispersal. The proportion of individuals that displayed tiptoe behaviour was highest in offspring from grasslands in a large dune landscape where habitat was continuously available, intermediate in offspring originating from a fragmented landscape, and lowest in offspring originating from a small and extremely isolated grassland patch. At the level of the fragmented landscape, variation was related to size and connectivity of four subpopulations. Both between and within landscapes, maternal condition had no effect on offspring dispersal. These results indicate that changes in habitat configuration from a large, connected landscape towards a small, fragmented one may lead to a decrease in dispersal rates, even at small spatial scales. Hence, behavioural traits narrowly linked to dispersal evolve towards less mobile phenotypes in small, isolated habitats, indicating high dispersal costs and low efficacy for gene flow in a spider species restricted to fragmented habitats.
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(Carlquist 1966; Cody & Overton 1996). These heterogeneous results suggest the existence of, and interaction between, multiple selective forces, whether or not combined with proximate determinants such as weather conditions, food shortage or crowding (reviewed in Weyman et al. 2002). Apart from natural selection, condition-dependent maternal effects may cause variation in life history traits within spatially structured populations (Ims & Hjermann 2001). This can be expected when phenotypic specialization takes place at an early ontogenetic stage and/or when offspring are not capable of directly perceiving cues from the external environment. Under such conditions, a maternal link in the pathway of condition-dependent dispersal may indirectly convey information about the environment (Ims & Hjermann 2001) and, as such, determine offspring dispersal rates (De Fraipont et al. 2000).

We examined how propensity for aerial dispersal in offspring of the dune wolf spider, Pardosa monticola Clerck 1757, varies in relation to the spatial configuration of dune grasslands. As in all species of wolf spiders, physical constraints restrict aerial dispersal during the first two (sometimes three) instars (Richter 1970; Bell et al. 2005) and maternal effects may preadapt offspring to the ambient conditions they are likely to encounter in their natal habitat at later stages. We studied propensity for aerial dispersal under standardized laboratory conditions (i.e. by quantifying the occurrence of series of stereotypic behaviours preceding take-off, termed tiptoe behaviour; Weyman 1993) at two spatial scales. The prevalence of this behaviour is a good precursor of effective aerial dispersal (Weyman et al. 1995; D. Bonte, unpublished data), although we cannot separate inter- and intrapopulation dispersal, as this is determined by wind velocity (Bell et al. 2005). We studied variation in tiptoe behaviour among offspring originating from females collected in three areas of dunes differing in population structure (continuous, fragmented and isolated populations) and among four subpopulations of the fragmented population from the Flemish coast (Bonte et al. 2003c).

We conducted laboratory experiments to test the following predictions. (1) Aerial dispersal is highest in offspring originating from large, continuous landscapes consisting almost entirely of suitable habitat and lowest in offspring originating from strongly isolated populations. (2) Within fragmented landscapes, local variation in aerial dispersal is determined by local patch size and connectivity. (3) Variation in tiptoe behaviour does not depend on maternal reproductive traits. Because maternal reproductive traits correlate with habitat quality, the latter were retained as maternal-condition covariates (Toft 1999; Hendrickx et al. 2003), thus providing insights into maternal habitat quality.

METHODS

Study Areas

During June–July 2003, we collected P. monticola females with egg sacs in three dune regions: North-Holland dune reserve (NHD, Netherlands, Bergen-aan-zee, 52°38’N, 4°37’E), Flemish coastal dunes (FCD, Belgium, De Panne-Ghyvelde, 51°05’N, 2°32’E) and inland dunes of Moerbeke (IDM, Belgium, 51°11’N, 3°55’E). Grasslands in all three areas comprise mesophytic vegetation and are dominated by low grasses, sedges and herbs (see Bonte & Maelfait 2001 for further details). In the Flemish coastal dunes, four spatially structured subpopulations were studied in detail during June–July 2002.

The three dune districts differed in their configuration of grassland patches. In area NHD, we sampled female P. monticola in a continuous grassland patch of 400 ha (Wimmenumerduinen near Egmond, Zumkehr 2001). This area is referred to below as continuous landscape. In area FCD, grassland patches were an average ± SE of 1.41 ± 0.41 ha and showed moderate levels of patch connectivity (as defined by Bonte et al. 2003c; that is, a species-specific combination of geographical isolation and permeability of the surrounding matrix). In this area (fragmented landscape), we sampled P. monticola females in four isolated fragments with the following characteristics: fragment 1: area 1.2 ha, connectivity 10.21; fragment 2: area 0.85 ha, connectivity 9.36; fragment 3: area 0.16 ha, connectivity 7.66; fragment 4: area 0.30 ha, connectivity 7.89 (Bonte et al. 2003c). All four fragments, as well as populations in NHD and IDM, were embedded within shrub or woodland vegetation which represents a hostile matrix for P. monticola that renders cursorial movements impossible (Bonte et al. 2004). In area IDM, we sampled females in a strongly isolated grassland patch of 0.48 ha (no other populations within a radius of 20 km). This area is referred to below as isolated landscape.

Captive Breeding

We caught 69 adult females with egg sacs by hand (NHD: 22 females; FCD: 35 females; IDM: 12 females). Offspring were individually reared under standardized temperature (20 ± 2°C) and 16:8 h day:night regimes, and fed adult springtails with Sinella curviseta until they reached the second postnatal instar.

Propensity for Aerial Dispersal

Prior to aerial dispersal, individuals of P. monticola and related species typically position themselves at an elevated starting point, stretch their legs, raise their abdomen and finally produce long silk threads that carry them up into the air currents. This stereotyped behaviour, termed ‘tiptoe behaviour’ (Weyman 1993; Weyman et al. 2002), can be quantified under standardized laboratory conditions following procedures described in Legel & van Wingerden (1980) and Bonte et al. (2003b). Prior to experimental testing, we kept the spiderlings without food for 1 week to stimulate aerial dispersal under laboratory conditions (Bonte & Maelfait 2001). For practical (time) reasons, we tested groups of five individuals at the same time because pilot experiments did not reveal effects of density during the tests on individual dispersal propensity (D. Bonte & J. Vanden Borre, unpublished data). These groups were placed on a floating platform (to prevent cursorial escape).
with a diameter of 4 cm that contained a series of vertical iron nails and was placed in a wind tunnel with upward current of 1–1.2 m/s, temperature of 30 ± 2°C and relative aerial humidity of 40–50%. During 20-min observation sessions, we counted the spiderlings displaying tiptoe behaviour. Because we were not able to mark individual spiderlings, we removed those that performed tiptoe behaviour from each 20-min session to exclude pseudoreplication caused by double counting of the same individuals performing predispersal behaviour. We tested 2039 spiderlings, originating from 69 mothers (Table 1), for a total of 136 h observation time.

Morphometrics

As a measure of size of adult females and offspring, we multiplied the prosoma width by its length. We measured adult females on a binocular microscope (magnification 50× with measurement scale), and offspring with a digital image analyser. As size estimates did not differ between individuals that did or did not show tiptoe behaviour within each clutch (D. Bonte & J. Vanden Borre, unpublished data), we determined mean offspring size for each clutch. Because maternal size was correlated with mean offspring size (Pearson correlation: \( r_{53} = 0.41, P < 0.001 \)) and clutch size (\( r_{53} = 0.57, P < 0.001 \)), it reflected absolute reproductive output. Since maternal size was included as a covariate in all statistical models (Freckleton 2002), clutch size and offspring size reflected residual reproductive output.

Statistical Analyses

Variation in maternal size, offspring size and clutch size was analysed with general linear mixed models (GLMM: procedure mixed; SAS statistical package version 9.1) (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, U.S.A.) with population as a fixed factor and subpopulation as a random factor. Presence or absence of tiptoe behaviour was analysed with mixed logistic regression models (procedure glimmix), taking into account unbalanced sampling designs. Fixed effects included characteristics of maternal reproduction and landscape type or patch for analyses between and within landscapes, respectively. The factor clutch (i.e. mother) was included as a random effect in all analyses. Denominator degrees of freedom were approximated by using Satterthwaite’s procedure. We used nondirectional ordered heterogeneity test (Rice 1989; Rice & Gaines 1994) to test variation in ballooning propensity in relation to patch size and connectivity within the fragmented landscape.

**RESULTS**

**Morphometry and Reproduction**

Maternal size (GLMM: \( F_{2,36} = 9.93, P = 0.0004 \)), offspring size (\( F_{2,31} = 12.16, P = 0.0001 \)) and clutch size (\( F_{2,36} = 12.21, P = 0.0001 \)) differed significantly between the three landscape types (Table 1). For all traits, values were significantly higher in the continuous landscape than in fragmented and isolated ones (Tukey tests: \( t > 3.54, \) all \( P < 0.01 \)), but did not vary between the fragmented and isolated landscapes \( (t < 0.85, \) all NS). Within the fragmented landscape, maternal size \( (F_{3,30} = 1.58, \) NS), offspring size \( (F_{3,21} = 0.15, \) NS) and clutch size \( (F_{3,30} = 1.48, \) NS) did not differ between the four subpopulations.

**Ballooning Propensity**

**Between landscapes**

Tiptoe frequencies were significantly lower in the isolated landscape (0.53%, range 0–9.1%) than in the fragmented (8.30%, range 0–27%) and continuous ones (11.32%, range 0–36.6%); logistic mixed model: \( F_{2,36} = 7.01, P = 0.002; \) Tukey test: \( t > 2.68, P < 0.05; \) Fig. 1a). In the continuous landscape, tiptoe frequency was significantly higher than in the fragmented landscape \( (t > 2.11, P < 0.05) \). Maternal size, offspring size and clutch size did not explain additional variation in tiptoe frequency (Wald \( \chi^2 < 2.56, \) NS). Between-clutch variation was low as well (variance \( \chi^2 \pm SE = 0.197 \pm 0.205 \)).

**Within landscapes**

Within the fragmented landscape, tiptoe frequencies differed significantly between the four subpopulations \( (F_{2,31} = 4.10, P = 0.026; \) Fig. 1b) and increased with patch area/connectivity (ordered heterogeneity test: \( r_s = 1, P_c = 0.974, P < 0.001; \) Rice & Gaines 1994). However, because patch area covaried strongly with patch connectivity (see above) we cannot distinguish between the two landscape effects. None of the traits related to maternal reproduction explained additional variation (all \( F < 1.56, \))

---

**Table 1.** Mean ± SE maternal size, offspring size and clutch size in six *P. monticola* populations inhabiting continuous, fragmented and isolated landscapes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Continuous</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Isolated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of females</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal size (mm²)</td>
<td>5.01±0.11</td>
<td>4.09±0.16</td>
<td>3.21±0.10</td>
<td>4.55±0.17</td>
<td>4.04±0.21</td>
<td>4.22±0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offspring size (mm)</td>
<td>2.48±0.02</td>
<td>2.33±0.02</td>
<td>2.35±0.03</td>
<td>2.34±0.03</td>
<td>2.36±0.02</td>
<td>2.28±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clutch size</td>
<td>44.10±2.17</td>
<td>27.75±4.18</td>
<td>21.63±3.28</td>
<td>36.87±3.28</td>
<td>24.85±7.46</td>
<td>27.50±2.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISCUSSION

We used a standardized laboratory setting to study geographical variation in propensity for aerial dispersal, that is, through comparison of tiptoe behaviour in P. monticola offspring reared from females captured in dune grasslands, varying in patch area and connectivity. Offspring from a continuous landscape were most likely to perform tiptoe behaviour and offspring from small and isolated grasslands were least likely. At the scale of a single (fragmented) landscape, dispersal propensity was also positively related to patch size and connectivity. As patch size and connectivity covaried strongly in our study, we cannot distinguish between these effects. Effects of maternal reproductive characteristics on tiptoe behaviour were small. Regardless of the underlying evolutionary background, this study is the first to demonstrate geographical and interdemic variation in aerial dispersal by spiders and extends our knowledge on the evolution of passive dispersal, which rarely has been documented for animals.

Geographical Variation Caused by Maternal Effects?

The observed relation between tiptoe behaviour and landscape configuration is concordant with the general prediction from dispersal theory that emigration will be counterselected when the probability of reaching suitable habitat is low (Dieckmann et al. 1999). Variation in tiptoe behaviour, in which individual responses relate to environmental conditions, may arise from ultimate (evolutionary) as well as proximate factors (i.e. environmentally triggered dispersal). As the spiderlings used in the experiments had no experience of their natal environment, a direct environmental effect can be excluded, although an environmental effect through maternal (conditional) effects remains possible (Ims & Hjermann 2001; Bowler & Benton 2005). Condition-dependent dispersal is generally believed to occur in competitively inferior individuals (i.e. poor-condition ones; Lawrence 1987; Léna et al. 1998). An alternative possibility for condition-dependent dispersal, however, is that spiderlings originating from large populations (i.e. good-condition ones) show a higher dispersal tendency, since immigration into new competitive environments requires energetic reserves (Gundersen et al. 2002). In this way, condition per se is a possible trigger for higher dispersal in spiders originating from large, continuous landscapes. Sex ratio distortion may also influence natal dispersal rates (Ims 1990). Since we did not record any bias in sex ratio within populations (D. Bonte, unpublished data), this mode of condition-dependent dispersal is, however, unlikely (Ims 1990). Condition-dependent dispersal, in contrast to selection-based dispersal, is believed to be expressed at the individual level, that is, within populations (Gundersen et al. 2002). Because our patterns of dispersal could not be related to individual condition (i.e. variation within populations) or to differences in maternal fitness and individual body size between subpopulations of the fragmented landscape and between populations of fragmented and isolated landscapes, condition-dependent dispersal is unlikely.

Nevertheless, the observed relation between aerial dispersal, isolation and size of the fragments within a single metapopulation, as well as the absence of any relation with maternal reproductive condition, does not exclude alternative mechanisms for rapid microevolutionary change, as landscapes may differ in various aspects of habitat quality that may induce a maternal effect on offspring dispersal. For instance, egg quality (lipids, proteins) may be affected by female physiology, as shown in the gypsy moth, Lymantria dispar (Diss et al. 1996), and may result in different threshold levels for dispersal behaviour in populations inhabiting different types of habitat.

Passive versus Active Dispersal

The passive nature of ballooning dispersal renders the selection-based view on dispersal behaviour even more likely. Selection pressures caused by habitat fragmentation may shape dispersal behaviour differently in ‘active’ and ‘passive’ dispersers. Active dispersers generally have...
well-developed locomotor and sensory systems enabling them to control movement trajectories and to settle in suitable habitat (e.g. Schooley & Wiens 2003; Van Dyck & Baguette 2005). In arthropod species that disperse passively through wind currents (or water currents, e.g. marine species, Hiddink et al. 2002), dispersal trajectories will depend entirely on physical drag properties (i.e. vertical and horizontal directionality, strength) of the currents, individual morphology (body posture, mass) and length of the silk threads (if necessary to generate sufficient drag). Flight control also assumes the presence of sensory systems for environmental perception, but olfaction and vision are weakly developed even at small distances in actively hunting arthropod species with passive aerial dispersal (Bonte et al. 2004).

Regardless of whether individuals are able to change velocity by adjusting postures (Suter 1992) or thread lengths (Bell et al. 2005), the nature of the currents remains intrinsically unpredictable. As a consequence, the uncertainty of reaching suitable habitat remains high when individuals take the decision to disperse. In conclusion, active dispersers are most probably characterized by ‘percolation’ or ‘nearest-neighbour’ dispersal (e.g. Wiens et al. 1993, 1995, 1997; Schtickzelle & Baguette 2003), whereas passive dispersal can be considered to be a random event (With & King 1999; King & With 2002). Based on spatially explicit population models, King & With (2002) predicted that costs associated with random dispersal are highest in rare, fragmented habitats, as is the case with dune grasslands (e.g. Collinge 2000). Consequently, costs of dispersal, being related to the chances of reaching suitable habitat, can be expected to be much higher for passive than active dispersers (With et al. 1997). As a result, habitat fragmentation is likely to select predominantly against dispersal (behaviour) in passive dispersers, whereas in active, winged dispersers with well-developed perception of the environment, selection for dispersal can be expected (e.g. Taylor & Merriam 1995; Hill et al. 1996; Desender et al. 1998).

In arthropod species such as butterflies with more active and controlled dispersal behaviour, Van Dyck & Baguette (2005) suggested that apparent dispersal patterns may well be by-products of routine movements associated with daily activities such as foraging and mate location. This may partly explain the apparent heterogeneous effects of habitat fragmentation on ‘dispersal’ in these organisms (e.g. Taylor & Merriam 1995; Hill et al. 1996; Hanski et al. 2004). Apart from species that show clear morphological (e.g. wings in aphids and waterstriders; Zera & Denno 1997) or behavioural dispersal properties (e.g. unique predispersal behaviour in spiders, mites and caterpillars; Bell et al. 2005), morphological variation (e.g. in wing size) between populations probably does not reflect selection for dispersal, but rather relates to thermoregulation (Kemp & Krockenberger 2004), predator avoidance (Rydell & Lancaster 2000) or selection for other genetically correlated traits (Roff 1997; Mazer & Damuth 2001). Evidence suggests that actively moving arthropods perform special dispersal behaviours (e.g. fast movements, high linearity of the trajectory configuration; Van Dyck & Baguette 2005; Communications Arthropod dispersal workshop, Wuerzburg University, September 2005), but remains mainly anecdotal.

**Selection against Dispersal**

As subdivision of the *P. monticola* population in the fragmented landscape dates back to the early 1980s, fast interdemic microevolution of aerial dispersal (or an adjustment of the behavioural threshold to perform dispersal) may have occurred in relation to recent fragmentation of short grasslands in the dune landscape (Provoost et al. 2004). A similar case of reduced dispersal propensity has been described in weedy, short-lived and wind-dispersed plants of inshore islands in Canada (Cody & Overton 1996). As shown by Desender et al. (1998) and Hanski et al. (2004), dispersal may be higher in young populations because of founder effects. In our case, however, populations of the continuous and isolated landscapes are probably the oldest ones because of historical formation of the landscape, while those from the fragmented landscape contain potentially the youngest population that has been recently fragmented (Bonte et al. 2003a). As (potential) age of populations did not relate to dispersal propensity, this factor was probably less important than landscape structure. Population size also covaried with patch size and isolation (Bonte et al. 2003a), so the reduction in population sizes and resulting increase in inbreeding may influence dispersal propensity rather than patch configuration per se. As shown by Donohue (1998) and Bilde et al. (2005), inbreeding potentially reduces developmental stability and may result in inbreeding depression, potentially affecting dispersal strategies. Dispersal can also be under direct genetic influence if inbreeding increases homozygosity of deleterious recessive genes that are linked to dispersal behaviour (associative overdominance; Maynard Smith 1998).

**Effect on Gene Flow**

In contrast to cursorial dispersal in spiders, in which only small distances are covered, ballooning dispersal is the main dispersal mode responsible for gene flow in landscapes where the matrix does not allow more active dispersal (e.g. cursorial movements, Bonte et al. 2003c). Because costs associated with dispersal in fragmented landscapes depend on both dispersal ability (i.e. the distance an individual is likely to cover during its lifetime) and dispersal control (including perceptual ability), loss of genetic diversity within spatially structured populations of passive dispersers is likely to be greater than in active dispersers, whereas genetic differentiation can be expected to be higher, hence increasing the probability of speciation (Gavillet et al. 2004). As shown by our data, genetic diversity in isolated populations can be expected to decrease through both reduced population sizes (as a result of the combined effect of habitat area and decreased reproduction) and the loss of dispersal behaviour. In the case of *P. monticola*, genetic diversity was twice as high in the continuous as in the fragmented dune landscape (Bonte et al. 2003c). Although convincing empirical validation of
dispersal-mode-dependent population genetic structure is lacking, passively dispersing arthropods from discontinuous and fragmented habitats appear to be more vulnerable to genetic erosion than their actively dispersing counterparts. High levels of (behavioural) speciation within spiders (e.g. McClintock & Uetz 1996; Miller et al. 1998; Töpfer-Hofmann et al. 2000) substantiate the expectation of high genetic differentiation in fragmented habitat types (e.g. forests, oligotrophic grasslands, salt marshes).

Conclusion

Our experiments indicate that reduction of suitable habitat in combination with fragmentation may lead to a decrease in dispersal rates, possibly because of the loss of genes associated with dispersal in isolated populations (Dieckmann et al. 1999). This pattern is consistent at both small and large spatial scales. Variation in aerial dispersal propensity could not be attributed to maternal effects through reproduction, although maternal condition and aerial dispersal covaried at the population level among the three dune landscapes. Apart from changes in morphological design, habitat fragmentation as such (Schooley & Wiens 2004) may thus induce selection pressures that affect behavioural traits closely linked to dispersal and hence lead to reduced mobility and gene flow (e.g. Thomas et al. 1998; Van Dyck & Matthysen 1999; Hanski et al. 2002). Furthermore, our results suggest that selection forces in fragmented habitats can alter within-species dispersal propensity in a similar way as between species (Bonte et al. 2003d), indicating that microevolutionary changes in aeronautical behaviour can overrule evolutionary changes at the species level. This is confirmed by similar ranges of ballooning propensity between Pardosa wolf spiders (Richter 1970), compared to variation within P. monticola.
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